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Wolf Shifter Mason McNaughton is tired of the crazy feral living in his house, endangering him, his

brothers, and his sweet auntie Cora. Ferals are Shifters who've reverted to the wild stage, forgetting

all about the joys of pizza and satellite TV. Not to mention, Mason is sick of waking up to the feral's

rampages in the bedroom next to his. The feral has been given sanctuary, so Mason can't throw

him out - the only thing to do is to find a way to cure him. The problem is, Shifter healers - elusive,

Goddess-touched Shifters who have the healing gift - are few and far between. Mason volunteers to

go in search of one, and is sent to a psychic in New Orleans who might have an idea of where to

start looking. Mason doesn't believe in psychics, but Jasmine, the psychic in question, seems to at

least put on a good show. Jasmine believes in Shifters all right, but she vowed to never have

anything to do with them again. The easiest way to get rid of the growly Lupine, Mason, is to help

him, but Jasmine never dreams what that help will drag her into. A short novel of the Shifters

Unbound series.
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Wild Things is the newest story of the Shifters Unbound series and focuses on Mason McNaughton

and Jasmine Samuelson. It starts with Mason being attacked by the feral feline Aleck. Aleck is living

with the wolf family because his mate is the sister of the mate of the alpha wolf Broderick. Broderick

is Mason's oldest brother. Mason is severely wounded and requires the assistance of Andrea, a half

lupine shifter / half Fae healer. Andrea is mate to Sean, the Guardian of Austin's Shifter Town.

Andrea advises that though she is a healer, she isn't strong enough to heal the feral sickness that



afflicts Aleck. She insists that a true Shifter Healer needs to be found to heal Aleck. After a meeting

with the leadership of Shifter Town, Mason is sent to New Orleans to contact Jasmine who is a true

physic in an attempt to locate a Shifter Healer.Mason arrives in New Orleans at Jasmine's home to

find that the house has a personality of it's own to match Jasmine's and is very protective of it's

owner. Mason doesn't believe in physics and is doubtful that Jasmine can help in the effort to find

the Healer. He may not believe in physics but he finds Jasmine's attraction difficult to resist. Whilst

Mason and Jasmine are on their search Aleck attacks Aunt Cora to the point that she is in need of

the Healer as well. Join the search for a Healer to cure Aleck and Auntie Cora; the dance between

Mason and Jasmine, and the Healer, Zander.

Mason is sent on a mission to find a healer. If he can't, his aunt will die. He is sent to a psychic. Her

name is Jasmine. Her house lets Mason in and is happy. They go to Alaska to find the healer. They

find him and take him back to Austin. Need to read the story to find out what happens next. Will they

get back in time to save his aunt? Will the healer go crazy after he takes care of the feral? Will he

kill everyone in sight? What happens between Mason and Jasmine afterwards? Will she stay or will

she leave? Great story. Can't wait to read the next one in the series.

Another awesome shifter book from Jennifer Ashley. She is definitely the top when it comes to the

shifter genre, she is such a good writer that a house can become a character (Sorry you'll have to

read it to get any more than that :). The book is engaging, and although the plot is pretty straight

forward, she throws in elements that keep you reading, and you get to know the characters so

deeply that regardless of what happens you want to follow these two all the way through. And I

absolutely love that each romantic pair are different, Although the shifters themselves have

characteristics that the shifters share (naturally), but Jennifer has created characters that maintain

their own unique personality which they continue to maintain as they appear in other books. If the

romantic scenes weren't so good, you'd forget you were reading a romance book because the

action is just as good. But if your thinking about jumping into this series, definitely start from the

beginning, part of what I love about this series is how everything builds, and at they very least you

keep getting cameo appearance of previous couples

Sometimes I think I'd be able to keep the characters in this series straight if I read the books in

order. Then I cackle maniacally and continue my mad-scientist patchwork reading of the series.

Because I'm a rebel like that.(I'm not really a rebel. I just play one on TV.) (No, wait. I don't do that,



either.)So. Mason and Jasmine. He doesn't believe in psychics. She's been burned by shifters

before. Plus, she lives in a sentient house. WHICH IS COOL. But only if the house doesn't eat you

or anything. Anywho. The two feel the pull of attraction, but they both have their reasons for keeping

their distance. Until they just throw caution to the wind and go for it.ALWAYS FUN!I like this messed

up shifter world. The shifters live in a place that's both dark and hopeful and there's plenty of lovin'

to go around. PLENTY of lovin'. *finger guns*-Kelly @ Reading the Paranormal

Five stars for Wild things by Jennifer AshleyGenre: #Romance, #Paranormal, #Drama,

#SuspenseSeries: Shifters UnboundAudience: Adults, NAReview:As in all of the books shifters

unbound series, this one is filled with action and Romance. In this story Wolf Shifter Mason needs

the help of psychic Jasmine in finding a shifter healer. One of the shifters in his house has gone

feral and attacked his sweet aunt Cora. Shifter healers move around a lot and stay by themselves

so they are not easy to find. The story are full of action and heart warming scenes that takes you

from Austin Texas to new New Orleans and on to Alaska. I really fell in love with the characters and

got completely lost in the story. It's a well defined story that makes you want to settle in with a hot

toddy, in front of a warm fire. It's hot, it's sweet and I couldn't stop turning the pages.

Mason McNaughton, was one of Broderick from the novella BAD WOLF's brother. Mason was

attacked by a feral shifter, Aleck that stayed with them. He wanted the feral far away from his loved

ones, but couldn't throw him out. Because he was giving sanctuary by Broderick, the Alpha of their

pack.Mason set out to find a cure, to help Aleck. Which lead him on a journey to find a shifter

healer. He needed help and he got from a psychic in New Orleans, a beautiful and intriguing woman

by the name of Jasmine Samuelson.Jasmine Samuelson vowed never to have anything to do with

shifters again in spite of her knowledge of their existence. She wanted Mason to go away and the

only way, she knew it would happen faster. Is if she helped him with his quest.Though Mason didn't

believe in psychics, he went along with Jasmine, as they set out on their venture. They started to

realize that they'd misjudged each other. Mason and Jasmine were mates, apart they were great but

together, they extraordinary.WILD THINGS is a must read, it was a delight to see everyone coming

together to help, Aleck. Jennifer Ashley's SHIFTERS UNBOUND series is thrilling. You guys should

have a go at it.
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